
Tip: Delicious with steamed 
or roasted vegetables like 
cauliflower, Brussels sprouts 
or asparagus.

live for flavour™

1. COMBINE
Preheat oven to 425°F (220°C).  
Mix soup mix with dressing  
and preserves.

2. BAKE
Arrange chicken in large baking dish;  
coat with dressing mixture. Bake,  
basting occasionally with mixture,  
for 40 minutes or until chicken is cooked.

3. SERVE
Serve, if desired, with hot cooked rice.

Classic  
Apricot Chicken

PREP 5 MIN | COOK 40 MIN | SERVES 4

1 pkg 
Knorr® Lipton 

Recipe® Onion 
Soup Mix

2 ½ - 3 lb (1.25 - 1.5 kg) 
whole chicken,  
cut into serving pieces

½ cup (125 ml)
apricot preserves 

or jam

½ cup (125 ml)  
French salad  
dressing
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For complete recipe and nutrition information, visit knorr.ca.
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500points
Present this coupon with your More Rewards card to the cashier at time of purchase. Coupon cannot 
be combined with any other Overwaitea Food Group coupon offer on this product or redeemed for 
cash. Offer excludes reduce-to-clear items. No substitutions. While supplies last. 

coupon valid July 25 to 31, 2014
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